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Abstract: The training of deep neural networks usually requires a vast amount of annotated data,
which is expensive to obtain in clinical environments. In this work, we propose the use of
complementary medical image modalities as an alternative to reduce the required annotated data.
The self-supervised training of a reconstruction task between paired multimodal images can be used
to learn about the image contents without using any label. Experiments performed with the
multimodal setting formed by retinography and fluorescein angiography demonstrate that the
proposed task produces the recognition of relevant retinal structures.
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1. Introduction
In clinical practice routine, patients are typically subjected to multiple imaging tests, producing
complementary visualizations of the same body parts or organs. This leaves available large sets of
paired multimodal images. This paired data can be used to train a neural network to predict one
modality from other. If the transformation between modalities is complex enough, the network will
have to learn about the objects represented in the images to solve the task. This domain-specific
knowledge can be used to complement the training of additional tasks in the same application
domain, reducing the amount of labeled data required.
We applied the described paradigm to the multimodal image pair formed by retinography and
fluorescein angiography. These image modalities are complementary representations of the eye
fundus. The angiography has additional information about the vascular structures due to the use of
an injected contrast. This also makes this modality invasive and less employed. We train a neural
network to predict the angiography from a retinography of the same patient and demonstrate that
the network learns about relevant structures of the eye with this self-supervised training [1].
2. Methodology
The multimodal reconstruction is trained with a set of retinography-angiography pairs obtained
from the public Isfahan MISP database. This dataset includes 59 image pairs from healthy individuals
and from patients diagnosed with diabetic retinopathy.
The multimodal image pairs are aligned following the methodology proposed in [2] to produce
a pixel-wise correspondence between modalities. After the image alignment, a reconstruction loss
can be directly computed between the network output and the target image. This allows the selfsupervised training of the multimodal reconstruction, which will generate a pseudo-angiography
representation for any retinography used as input to the network. Three difference functions are
considered to obtain the reconstruction loss: L1-norm, L2-norm and SSIM.
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The multimodal reconstruction is based on a U-Net network architecture. The network training
is performed with the Adam algorithm with an initial learning rate of a = 0.0001, which is reduced by
a factor of 0.1 when the validation loss plateaus. Spatial data augmentation is used to reduce the
overfitting.
3. Results and Conclusions
Examples of generated pseudo-angiographies are depicted in Figure 1. It is observed that the
best results are obtained training with SSIM, in which case the network has learned to adequately
transform relevant retinal structures. An additional experiment is performed to specifically measure
the ability to recognize the retinal vasculature. A global thresholding is applied to produce a rough
vessel segmentation from both the pseudo-angiography and the original retinography.
This experiment is performed in the public DRIVE dataset, which comprises 40 retinographies and
their ground truth vessel segmentation. The results are evaluated with the Receiver Operator
Characteristic (ROC) curves. The measured Area Under Curve (AUC) values are 0.5811 for the
retinographies and 0.8183 for the pseudo-angiographies generated after training with SSIM.
This improvement demonstrates that the multimodal reconstruction provides additional information
about the retinal vasculature.
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Figure 1. Examples of generated pseudo-angiographies: (a,f) original retinographies; (b) original
angiography for (a); (c–e) pseudo-angiographies generated from (a) after training with L1 (c), L2 (d)
and SSIM (e); (g) original angiography for (f); (h) pseudo-angiography from (f) after training with
SSIM.

The results indicate that the proposed task can be used to produce a pseudo-angiography
representation and learn about the retinal structures without requiring any annotated data.
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